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ice FIRST SESSION

- * (March 31, 1954)

The Coumittee met in executive session at 9:30 a.m, All menbers,

the Socretary, and Mr. Tomei were present, :

- The Chairman drew attention to the echedule (Appendix A) and agenda

Schedule for the meeting. _ <
<<

att ve

He informed the Committee of the sccegoultest shots of

(yield U, megatons, expected 2-8) anAEG101459. 5 negatons).”“These

results could be expected to have a tremendous Smpact, both technically

and economically, on the Commission's program. "The fall-out from the

Ema: raised very serious problens,

¥ The GAC had been asked to consider the report of a Committee to

Nevada Study the Nevada Proving Grounds. ’ The report recomended certain

Grounds specific limitations on the size and number of shotswhich could be

fired there. Dr. Rabi had already referred Mr, Nichols to the Committee
ae et

statement of February 10, 1953 on the importance ‘of‘the test programs

and the need to increase our weapon testing capabilities, .

Dr. Rabi said that, accordingto Rand's early report on the Gabriel

The project, fall-out was expected to be particularly troublesome with the
Remote
Tefen- smaller weapons, This led to a discussion of the possible use of large
sive Air
a“tle numbers of small bombs for air defense, and the fall-out hazards which

this would entail. Dr. Fisk said that the defensive battle should be

fought many miles from populous centers (200-500 miles), and repeatedly

emphasized the importance of this concept of the remote air battle.

There was some discussion of the need for evaluating this concept, and it

‘was suggested that the Committee recommend that a study be made on the
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anti-aircraft use of atomic weapons and the fall-out effects to be

anticipated, This study might be made by Rand, or preferably by the DOD

jointly with theAEC, It was agreed that such a study would be desirable

but that further discussion should precede any recommendationby the GAC

on the matter, * - - :
o

Interest was expressed in the prospects for defensive measures

against submarine~launched atomic weapons, A two hundred-mile missile

might be expected, The problen ‘was to detect the‘submarines there are

promising developments in detection methods. It is very difficult to

detect the missile, and we do not now know how to defend agains* inter-

continental rockets, In any case the possibilities of atomic weapons in

defense against airplanes should be thoroughlyexplored,

The Commission had asked the GAC to comment on a suggestion that the

Brookhaven National Laboratorybe devoted entirely to unclassified |

research, in order to provide a suitable’‘location where |‘uncleared

foreigners could participate in the research program, “Dr. Rabi said it

was his impression that present restrictions on alien ‘participation in

unclassified research stemmed more from fear of adverse public relations

than from genuine security considerations. DOE ARCHIVES

The Committee felt that the suggestion about BNL was in general not

a good idea. It would be a real loss to the AEC not to ‘have the classi-~

fied investigations now in progress there and nct to beable to call on

BNL for help on other classified problems in the future. Also the rove

would tend to isolate the Laboratory from the Commission's program, could

have the effect of weakening the Laboratory's position, and might cause

discontent within BNL or in other of the Commission's laboratories,

 



 

=a A paper on PWR characteristics was considered, It was particularly

- PWR noted that the estimated operatingcost (3000hr core) ‘was 61.9 mils/iwh

of which 39,7 mils/kwh was for reactor core fabrication, At least one

member of the Committee felt that the Committee should ‘yepister a protes

on these costs, — :
: ° . at SEN

Two papers, AEC 493/30 and AEC 3714,/8, on the ‘subject of BRMBasia.

 

tea been forwarded to the Committee, The first contained a letter from

peer Ar. Bradbury to Gen, Fields, dated January 18, 195k, which ‘commented on

_ the need to minimize the

eo
v The secondpaper contained a letter from

Dr. Froman to Gen. Fields, dated January 21, 195k, regarding an analysis
A“

of the evidence onEeefromthe 45 nuclear tests to date

DOE AEVEIVES
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=e | through an inclusive analysis of the entire weapon use operation. To

base a production program on the nebulous argument given as to military

acceptability would be quite wrong, -

pOE ARCHIVES
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Dr, Libby raised a question whether Los Alamos should be criticizec

for being too conservative,’ He felt that its development program has

been dominated by theoretical physicists, and that bolder experimentatic

would be inorder, Would not the emergency capability have been achieve
a

wt .

sooner and better if bfad been shot at the time of Mike? Dr. von:
Ce

Neumann observed that the design ofBBBezepended on the outcome of Mike

He also remarked on ‘the quality ofWoldness in the Livermore approach,

and said that if their experiments were successful they would continue

to be bold, if unsuccessful no one would dareto be quite so bold,

At 11:30 a.m, the Committee met with Dr. Sayth,Mr, Murray, Mr.

Zuckert, and Mr, Nichols. Mr, Strauss arrived later. Mr, Tomei was

-excused from the meeting.

Dr. Rabi asked whether the suggestion that Brookhavenbe devoted

entirely to unclassified research was a serious one 3 and expressed the

ratherunfavorable initial reaction of the Committee. ‘Dr. Smyth replied

that he had made the suggestion for discussion, ‘to ‘explore whether this

might be a way to handle the difficult problem offoreign participation.

He rephrased the question: if one were faced with the alternatives of

this step or of excluding all foreigners, which would be preferable? Dr

Rabi said that the reaction of the Laboratory should certainly be

ascerteined and considered before a judgment was expressed. Dr. Smyth

indicated that the matter need not be further considsred at present,

but mightcome up again, .

RCHIVES
Dr. Rabi next acknowledged receipt of the poiDOBAR on aliens,

on Aliens
AEC 89/3. He mentioned that there had been considerable difficulty at
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Brookhaven because of long delays in AEC action on the Laboratory's

requests for approval to appoint foreign scientists (in most cases

without compensation).

Mr, Nichols said that item h in the premeeting letter suggesting

that the GAC make a technical evaluation of the proposed boiling water

reactor projectwas-a matter which the Reactor Subcommittee might consid

' At this point Mr. Strauss entered, He firet mentioned the increast

' tendency of industry to participate in the reactor program and indicated

Castle
Fall-out

that the Commission proposed to encourage this participation, He next

turned to the subject of the two Castle test shots, and expressed concer

about the adverse publicity resulting from the fall-out difficulties.

‘The Japanese fishermen were a problem; U.S, Tepresentatives have not bee.

allowed to see then or inspect theirboat... | *

| Mr. Strauss mentioned that the British had granted us basing

* facilities for monitoring the Woomera tests, and had’asked us for corre

sponding facilities at Castle. Their request had been granted, and

there was a British intelligence team at Kwajalein.

Dr. Rabi asked whether there was anything for the GAC to consider

in connection with the President's UN proposals. Mr. Strauss replied

that he hoped for suggestions on how to enlist the support of American

and also foreign scientists.

This session was adjourned at 12:40 p.m,

DOE ARCHIVES
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pbcoxs BESSTON
(Waren 31, 1954)

The Committes: met in executive session at 1:40 Pete All members,

?the Seorctaly,,and Mr. Tomei were presents|

Dr. Rabi explained that it had been founddesirable to postpone *

the AG'sparty for the Commissioners and senior AEG staff, It would-

be appropriateto hold it at the time of the next meeting. The dates

‘of the next meeting were. fixedas May 27, 28, ‘end 29, 195h3 and it was

decided to hold the party.on Friday evening, May 28, It was noted that

Dr. Libby and the Secretary could not be present at the next meeting,

At 1:55 p.m. Dr. T.i Johnson and Dr. Suyth net with the Committee

Dr. Johnson first reported on the situation of the Research

Division's budget, The January budget submission had Tequested $42

million for FYD93 this had been out by the House Appropriations Committe

_to $38.9 million, The HouseComittes'’s report,used ‘the following

language: "TheCommittee dose‘not intend to hamperany productive

research project as research is one of the most importantfacets of the
at" “

atomic energy program. There are? however, always fringe items which

research scientists would like to investigate which have a comparatively

slight possibility of producinguseful results, This is the type of

project that should be eliminated in order to accomplish the budget

objective.® - «DOE ARCHIVE
Although this year's budget is also $38.9 million, the actual

present rate of expenditure corresponds to €40.8 million per year, Hens:

the $38.9 million figure for FY55 would necessitate a reduction of the
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present level of research effort. The net reduction would be increased

still further due to the effect of the new large facilities such as the

bevatron and other accelerators and the ANL research reactor, whose .

operating expenses must be provided,
, \,

It was not yet known exactly where the cut would be applied, however

ONR-AEG its effect would certainly be serious, Dr, Johnson noted that Navy longe
Joint
Program ity funds are now being used in financing the ABC-ONR Joint Program, | He

PR

also mentioned that it was considered urgent to initiate new projects in

' corrosion research and in chemistry bearing on the separation of the plu-

tonium isotopes; hence the cut would be felt in other work new going on.

This situation was deplored, It was felt thattheGAC could be of

assistance if it provided a brief but strong statement urging restoration

of the research budget, which could be used in the Senatebudget hearing

for april 7. (Such a statement was phrased lster“in the‘nesting, ) There

was considerable atscusston of the unfortunateLanguage ofthe House repo:

referring|to "fringet projects. Dr. Johnson“and’DDr. Sayth indicated that

they proposed to deny that the Commission's basic research had this

character. Mr. Murphree » however, ‘cautioned that ‘this ‘would be an avkwarx

position to take, He felt it would be better to defend the research

program as carefully considered and well balanced and to maintain the
« Mh. ees

essentiality of research of a " so-called "fringe™ character ‘because of the

unforeseeable useful developnents which may come out. of eush research,

Dr. Buckley said that fundanental research shouldnotgo "down while the

total effort goes up; it is good practice to maintain a rough proportim

between research and the total effort, Several favored the use of specifi

exacplesof tangible developments from basic research, Dr. Warner and

POL ARCHIVES
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others said that a strong point should be made about the fact that addi-

tional facilities require additional operating funds for their utilizatic

With regardto the GAC's recommendations on administrative policy ir

GAC ° the research laboratories, Dr, Johnson said he had circulated an edited
Recomen=
dations version to the laboratories and field offices forcomment. He would repo
on
Researchon the replies at the next GAC meeting.
Labora=
tories. — Dr. Johnson said that the midwestern interestina very high energy
Policy .

accelerator is increasing. Dr.Zinn has been told,‘that if the AEC were t
a

Accel~ request funds for a midwestaccelerator, the accelerator‘vould be located
eiators,
ANL- at Argonne; also, Dr, Zinn has not been authorized to proceed with a
University

Rela- project for the design of such an accelerator untilat decones clearer
tions

that actual construction can go ahead.
[owe Jeewtv -

The authorization of ANL funds for study¢ofthe,‘accelerator project

has been suspended, This was thought to be desireblePending.a better +.

evaluation of ultimate costs and how they might.ve.mete.The step was als:

taken to avoid implications that the AEC was ‘comitting‘itself to constru:

the machine, Dr. Libby questioned this step. He felt it to be vital for

the future of the Argonne that the schism between it and the universities.

be healed. With this premise he, developed the thesis that funds should b:

kept available to permit stepwise development of collaboration and

cooperation between ANL and the universities, TheJoint accelerator study

would be an important step in this direction, Dr. Warner spoke to the

same subject, in general agreeing with Dr, Libby, Dr. Smyth expressed

interest in the stepwise approach to the problem of Argonne-university .—

relations, and indicated that he would review the study fund question in

this light with the other Counissioners and the General Msnager,
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Dr. Johnson, continuing his report, said that the long delayed

executive order on research had been released on March 17 by the White

House, "Its languagewas generally satisfactory to the AEC, The Natione

Science Foundation ‘was to be encouraged to increase its level of opera-

tions; and other agencies were to be encouraged tosupport researches,

allied to their particular interests. | a8 |

The next subject was foreign travel, Dr. Johnson said the flood of

requests this year posed the question of what the5 potiey “Should +be, ~

Present practice is to allow up to one foreign trip per year from each °

major division of the laboratories, or per million dollars in off-site

research contracts. Dr. Johnson proposed to endorse requests (each

ultimately requires the General Manager's approval) on the basis of -

profit to the research program but not on the basis of‘Promoting good -

will, or of rewarding Alstinguishea sctontista,ete.”#He» favoredpayitg

all the expenses or none. Some others present dianotsee3 whyit was”

necessary to be so rigid in the ‘reimbursement"aspect of‘the travel polic:

and felt that provision to pay part of the expenses would have many

advantages, The matter was not discussed further. © DOE ARCHIVEES

Dr. Johnson next reviewed progress in the controlled thermonuclear

reaction program, The main technical developmenthad been at Livermore.

The magnetic mirror had been excited and protons injected. The lifetime

of the plasma, 3 milliseconds, indicated there wereno serious plasna

oscillations. No neutrons have been observed yet, The situation is

hopeful. The duty cyele will be increased. At Princeton, Spitzer's

machine had been almost completed, A discharge had been achieved in the

flexible stainless steeltube.
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Dr. Rabi asked if any action had been taken to set up a group for

theoretical studies in magneto-hydrodynamics, Dr. Johnéon said that

there |was a research contract at NYU which would involve use of the

computing facilities,

At3:05 p.m, Dr. Sayth left the meeting, oe :

Commenting on the proposal to make Brookhaven entirely unclassified

Dr. Jotnson said he had a staff‘paper which recomended against it.

The last item brought up) by Dr. Johnson was research reactors, The

proposed installation at Penn State has been authorized, and authoriza-

tion papers are being prepared for one at the University of Michigan.

Because of a reservation of the Reactor Safeguard Committee about the

possibility of reaction between water and aluninun, he was recommending

that the fuel elements in these reactors use stainless steel jacketing,

Dr. Rabi asked how theappointment of Mr. Temmaro|as Assistant

General Manager for Research _and Development would affect ‘the operations

of the Research Division, Brookhaven, ete.‘Dr, ‘Johnson indicated that

ENL would continue to report to the New York Operations Office» which

would report to Mr, Tammaro instead of to the Division of Production as

formerly. There would now be a person, Mr. Tammaro, who could look at

BNL as a whole.

“poe ARCHIVES

At 3:30 p.m. the Committee met with Col. V..G. Huston, Col. E. T.

At 3:25 p.m, Dr. Johnson left.

Dorsey, Cdr, G. J. Anderson, Dr. P. C. Fine, Dr. Darol Froman, Dr. W. D.

Claus, Dr. C, L. Dunham, and Mr. Murrayto discuss the Nevada Proving

Grounds. All members of the Committee, the Secretary, and Mr. Tomei

were present.
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Col, Huston reviewed the report and recommendations of the NPG

Committee, The recommendations included:

(1) restriction of the number of nuclear shots in any 12-month period to

a planning maximmof 10 to 153 .

(2) each shot to be justified individually as to technical necessity «and

probable off-site hazard;

(3) shot sizes to be less than 1KT for surface or‘ubsurtact , 25 KT

for '300-foot towers, 50 Kr for 500-foot tower, “goKT for airdrop

| (f4reball not to touch the ground). a

brs Claus quoted trom a letier trom ¢ine ‘Biology and Medicine

Advisory Cémmittee to Mr, Murray which recommended a planned maximum of

10 shots in any 12-month period. ) . |

Mr. Murray expressed the strong belief that the NPG should continue

to be used, He felt it important that no indication|of hesitation be

given; any such indication would endanger ‘the’ continued use of the site.

The Committee considered the recomendations about the NPG to be «

sound with the exception of the 10-shot limitation. There seemed no

rational basis for selecting this as the maximum number, Dr. von

Neumann felt it would be best not to prescribe a limiting number, but

DOE ARCHIVES

At 4:10 p.m, the visitors left except for Dr. Froman, Mr. Murray,

rather to consider each proposed shot per se.

Dr. Claus and Dr. Dunham.

Dr. Froman made a number of comments about the FE = -ybest

 

shots and their implications. Los Alamos was recommending cancellation
sO

of the QRBMBJtest, and proposed to fire a
+
a a

containing no tritium
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At 1:30 p.m, Dr. Froman and Mr. Murray left the meeting. Dr. Claus

and Dr. Dunham remained to discuss the EEG)<11out, ™. mace DOE ARCHIVESYe
With the aid of a map Dr. Claus described the region in which heavy

 

fall-out was known to have occurred, There was a very narrow band of

very high fall-out. At Rongelap atoll, 110 miles ‘from the shot, the

density of fall-out ranged from about 5 to 61 megacuries per square rile

in a strip about twenty miles wide. The drinking waterwas heavily

contaminated. By the third day its activity had decreased to the

 



 

* . ~1h- STHs.aSingin

=. permissible emergency level of 11,000 disintegrations per minute per

~* cubic centimeter, ' oY

There was no indleation of heavy fall-out tronabr. Libby

Anterpreted this difference as due to the fact thatees: a barge she
aad

Hence, there was no extensive,scavenging with coral, which he believed

to have occurred in|and Mike shots. From this he argued that

the world-wide teeneport ‘of activity might be much more serious in the
<<”

case of ‘ol“shot.

At &sh > Pes Dr. Smyth joined the meeting.

a:

Dr. Dunham reported on the radiation exposures"from the medical

point of view. The natives in the Rongelep group received about 150 r.

They described the fall-out as a fine sand or fluffy powder, beginning .

at H #12 hr. They were evacuated. at H + 51. hr. ‘They felt fine for

two weeks after exposure$ then ‘various symptoms (bums, loss of hair,

depigmentation) began to develop, They would probably1recover
a a

Bouse _*3 7

satisfactorily, : oe aByte Bs

Some of the exposed Japanese fishermen were incritical condition

according to the most recent reports of their blood pictures, If the

reports were correct, some fatalities might be anticipated.DOE ABooINE

At 5:15 p.m. Dr. Dunham, Dr, Claus, and Dr. Smyth left the meeting.

In the remainder of this session, various comments. were exchanged

on: we the GAC should say about the Nevada Proving Ground question;
eye

mg DOldness or the lack of it at Los Alamos; etc.

 

_

At 5:15 p.m, this session was adjourned.
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———— THIRD SESSION -
(April 1, 1954)

The meeting was called to order at 9:30 a.m. an nenbers of the

Weapon | Committee, the Secretary, and Mr, Tomei were present, Vartous Visitors
Matters 3  

were also present, to witness the showing of the movis of themamsaT tee

After the showing of the movie, the visitors presentwete Dr’FFroman,

Dr: Carson Mark, Col. Huston, Dr. Fine, Mr, Murray, Dr. Sayin, and Col,

Dorsey. eea . osgh

there followed a, bedhitend discussion of tite  
Castle | mainly with Dr. Hark and Dh Froud Some ‘of the ‘points brought out
Tests :

were as follows. - ot
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After ¢some further discussion in which Dr. Libby again voiced his

caveat ageinst barge shots,’ this. part of thesession was concluded,

At 11:35 aim. Dr. Frahk Pittman met vith the Corimittes to discuss

production requirenents ahd the effect of the iest results on these

requitements; All nenber's of ile Committee, the Secretary and Mr, Tomei

were present. Dr. Mark, Dr. Froman, and Dr, Fine also remained,

Dr. Pittman reported that the new requirement for tritium was, at

most, half of the previous requirsment. Hence it will not be necessary

to enrich all of the Savannah River reactors, or as many at Hanford as

planned, Another 30-10% reduction in the requirement would make it un-

necessary to use any enriched loadings at Savannah River, Dr. Pittman

also said that if no tritiun were required for thermonuclear weapons,

some enrichment would be required at Savannah River‘up to 1956, but none

thereafter, .

Dr. Pittman mentioned a probable change in the manner of specifying

plutonium quality. It was proposed to state the specification in terms

of the number of neutrons enitted per gram per second rather than in

terms of g/t (grams of plutonium per ton of uranium). The definition of

high quality plutonium would be 20 n/g-sec rather than, PEARCEIVES

It was planned to fulfil the plutonium requirements by a balanced

production schedule at two levels; 20 n/g-sec for high quality naterial,

and 80 n/g-sec for standard material. The latter level corresponds to
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a substantially higher g/T level than the present standard production;

and the acceptance of this level win make it possible to produce the .

high quality material in addition without boo much trolible, It wil not

be necessary to undettake new| process plant. cotslailctdon beyond that now

planned, The requirement for high quality material will not be met in

1955, and probably not in 1956, but will be in 1957. -

There was some consideration of whether still higher quality

plutonium would be needed, as suggested in Dr. Bradbury's letter, Dr.

Mark summarized the situation by saying that material ofbetter than -

200 g/T quality was not needed for present designs, but that its lack

would place a limitation on future design possibilities, .

Dr. Pittman reviewed the U-233 situation, According to a recent -

study, the cost of U-233 would be comperable to that of 20 n/g-sec

plutonium, It was planned to commence some production by loading an

enriched Savannah River reactor with thorium next year. There is_ some

indication that the supply of thorium metal wil‘be’ a‘bottleneck. For

a separation plant,3a Savannah RiverPurex plantwill probably be convert
.

to the Thorex process,

Upgrading plutonium by isotope separation did not appear economicall

advantageous, under any conditions, in comparison to U-233. (Dr. Pittman

referred the Committee to an Operations Analysis report by Mr. Herron,

which compared low g/T, isotope separation, and ‘U-233. However, the

report was not available during the meeting.) DOE ARCHIys
~ vtKt"

The lithium-6 production plans had not been altered, and the plan“te

construct a second plant was going along. The capacity for converting

LiOH to LID might be a bottleneck.
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At 12:35 p.m, this session was adjourned,

FOURTH SESSION
’ (April 1, 1954)

The Conmittes met at us 45 Pole A11 members were present, except

br: Libby who arrived during the ‘session, ‘The Secretary was present.

Mr, Tomet entered during the session,

Dr, Reichardt met with the Connbtee atthis time to report on

dnitelMigence nattersi .

Leep oe
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‘Dr, Reichardt left at 2:10 p.m., and the meetingcontinued in

executive session,

“The Committee returned briefly to the question whether Brookhaven

BNL should be devoted entirely to unclassified work. It was agreed that
Entirely
Unclas- there was no basis for a formal comment by the GAC at this time. It was
sified?

generally felt that the suggested move was undesirable, both from, the

Coumission's point of view and from that of the Laboratory. If the - |

question were to be considered further, the Committee would Like. to, have

a document, e.g, staff paper, in which the proposal was analyzed, Xnowl-

edge of the attitude of the Laboratory would be an important element in

any further considerations, a -

At 2:15 p.m, Dr. Libby returned. DOE ARCHIVES

The next subject considered was the use of the Nevada Proving

Nevada Grounds. All agreed that the continued use of the proving ground was

Gucunde essential to the weapon program, Continuation of the test program was

imperative, otherwise progress would be stopped in important lines of |

weapon development, The recommendations of the NPG Committee were felt

to be sound in general, but with the specific exception of the one which

recommended limitation of the number of shots in any 12-month period to
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10-15, (The discussion focussed on the number 10, since this seemed to }

the Umibation that the Commission was actually considering.) The

Committee could bee no technical or safety reasons for fixing on the .

number 10, A better policy would be to shoot whatever nunber are nece ssi

and practical, appropriate precautions being taken for each shot.

The Committee next considered the linked subjects of Ee :

 

qistonion quality, and production of materials, Dr, Rabi expieesed |

pleasure that the problem of producing 20 n/g-sec ("200 g/T") plutoni=i

now seemed less formidable, However, the need for material of this

quality had not been demonstrated. Dr. von Neumann pointed out that some

quantities of high grade material would continue to be needed as long as

there were new weapon designs to be tested, in order to eliminate’ -

plutonium quality as a factor in the test results, (He referred here to

tests necessary in the development of new designs rather than to proof .

firings.) (Appendix C, item 2)

Greater knowledge and understanding is required on two technical

lproblems: (1)

ene Traea

DOE ARCHIVES
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~ The feeling was expressed that Dr, Bradbury should re-write his

letter of Jahbary 18, 1954, to Gen, Fields, 4n the light of subsequent

experience, Dr. Fisk, in particular, emphasized that the statement
“ rm,

of

regarding DOD acceptance of givenBREENprob2bi1ity should be
wr

reviewed, It was also felt that test results should be thoroughly con-

sidered before any production steps more drastic than the program

described by Dr. ‘Pittman were undertaken, (Appendix C, item 2)

“There was no expression of opinion that the 1A-6 program should be

"out back. The possibility that 30 megatons could be achieved with a
oem,

EREty: device employing 95% Li-6 was impressive. Dr. von
wet
ne

Neumann said that this was synonymous with the possibility of achieving

greater efficiency and reduced weight. Los Alamos intended to develop a
Puan

snalor{EBising 95% Li-6. Dr, Rabi suggested that the Committee

" return to“these questions at its next meeting.

Mr. Whitman reported on his visits to Oak Ridge and Savannah River.

Reactor In general, his impression was excellent. The problems involved in the
Matters

production changes were being ably handled. Many of his fears on the

Homo- hor.ogeneous reactor project had been allayed, and he thought the corrosic
geneous
Reactor problem would be solved. It was felt at Oak Ridge that the homogeneous

reactor would be the answer to any need for large amounts of low n/g-se2

plutonium,
DCE ARCHIVES

The reactors at Savannah River looked good, although two problems

Savannah were bothersome at the moment: (1) The reactors were "nervous", experisn
River
Reac- ing frequent shut-downs due to the abundant and active safety controls.
tors . +.

“yp eaten (2) There were worries about the safety aspects of enriched loadings.-
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However, enrichment now appears unnecessary as far as tritium 4s concerne

and the problems may have been solved by the time enriched loading 4s use

ts make U-233, ‘Dr, Wigner observed that the U-233 program was not very

yell settled yet, but that in any case thorium makes for a little better

stability because of the temperature coefficient of the resonance capture

Mr, Whitman mentioned the zero power pile and the production type‘

pile built specifically for development work at Savannah River. He had

felt it was a goodidea to have these reactors,,“but had not studied the

matter closely. .

At 2s 30 Pam ‘Dr. von Neumann left the meeting.

_ With regard to the question oon the boiling water reactor in the pre-

necting letter, Mr. Whitman said that. this would be considered in a

meeting of the ReactorSubcommittee later in the day.

Mr, Whitman“mentioned his impression that the K-25 group would like

to be asked by the Coumission to increase the scope of its research on

. Themethods of isotope separation, This was discussed to some extent,

Committee seemed to feel that isotope separation research should be

encoureged in general, Dr. Libby being the most strongly outspoken pro-

ponent of this view. (Appendix C, item 3c)
DOE ARCHIVES

The Chairman next brought up the subject of AEC policy on research

by foreigners at BNL and UCRL. This had originally been an agenda item

for discussion by the General Manager; however, it had been learned that

the Commission had reformulated its policy on this subject and a copy of

a paper (AEC 89/3) was available. He read portions of this document.

 Bo Lee - 047
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Dr. Rabi went on to say that the policy as expressed soened satis-

factory, but that the applications of the policy had left something to be

desired, He then quoted from a letter which Dr. Goudamit of BNL had

written toexprese his personal view on the situation, ‘In this letter

Dr. Goudsmit referred to the great benefits, to the laboratories and to

. the AEC, of having foreigners participate in the unclassified research

programs; and he drew attention to difficulties which had been experience:

in making arrangements with the AEC for such participation, The diffi-

culties were in the nature of refusals in some cases, “but were predom-

nantly that the AEC delayed its answers to requests for approval for very

extended periods of time, Dr, Rabi had given a copy of the letter to the

General Manager. Brookhaven had had a nunber of requests pending for

months for permission for aliens to engage in unclassified work (in most

cases without compensation, and on a temporary basis) « No word at all
had been received, Dr, Wigner said that requests should certainly not go

unanswered for six months, and he felt the GAC should go on record to

that effect, (Appendix C, item 3d)

The next subject considered was the House cut in the FY55 budget of

GAC the Research Division. Dr. Warner had prepared a statement on this
Statement

on
Research
Bucset the Committee as an expression of its position, After some slight sub-

subject, which was read to the Committee. This statement was adopted t7

sequent modifications, the staterent read as follows. DOE ARCHIVES

"The GAC is seriously concerned over the disadvantage to

the AEC program of the prospective cut in the budget

= requested by the Commission for support of basic research.
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It is our belief that the experience of industry is

pertinent — that as total scale of operation is increased

and made more diversified, more money must be spent on

research to insure continued progress. The overall scale

of operation of the AEC has been increased; the diversity

of operations has been increased; and important new

research facilities, requiring substantialbudgets for

their full use, “have ‘been furnished. We urge ‘the:oe

Commission to make every effort to have ‘the research . .

_-bucget fully restored." .

(Secretary's Note: Two copies of the statement were transmitted to the

General Manager on April 2, 195h, for his use in| attempts to get the

budget restored.) (Appendix C, item 3a) OESgeet

The Committee had considered whether it should prepare a@ more
arear

elaborate statement containing quantitative research budget comparisons

with industry and also justifications of Nfringe",“Basie research by

specific examples, It decided not to do so at this time, .

The Committee felt that a specific comment should be addressed to the

Commission on the subject of the ONR-AEC Joint Program. The attrition of

the longevity funds, which were now being used by the Navy to keep the

program going, was considered very unfortunate. A previously expressed

sentiment to the effect that it would be more worthwhile for the AEC to

support this program than the construction of new Linear accelerators for

heavy ions was reiterated (Dr. Libby and Dr. Wigner). It was agreed to

make a statement of regret that the GAC saw no plans on the part of the A=

por ARCHIVE
S

openneg 
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to do its part in maintaining the level of this important program.

(Appendix C, item 3b) Oo

In connection with the Castle tests, Dr. Libby again raised his

strong objections to tne any more raft shots util more was known abou

what happened to the debris, His belief was that, in contrast to”
we

shots in which a large mass of coral was blow up and could scavenge the

debris cloud through near-by fall-out, the water, blown up in’ a raft shot |
.. “SRF

might not act to scavenge the cloud, Hence, there“night bea much greatel

danger of distant contamination in the case of barge shots, Dr. Rabi

attacked this thesis as implausible and unproved; and a vigorous argument

developed, Since sufficient data were not available, the disagreement

Inter-

national

Meeting

 

remained unresolved. Some doubt was expressed, however, that scavenging

by coral could remove more than a small fraction of the radioactive
a“ *S

Ts a

debris, , Lo . : .

Mr, Tomei was excused from the meeting at 3:5p.m;a. .

Dr. Rabi told the Committee about the letter viichhe hihad written to

Mr, Strauss on February 23,> 195h, and read a copy of ‘the letter. He

also reviewed subsequent events bearing on the subject of the letter,

At 3:55 p.m. Dr. von Neumann returned, . DOE ARCHIVES

In connection with Mr. Strauss's interest in enlisting scientists

behind the UN's proposal, Dr, Rabi mentioned a suggestion which he had

made to Mr, Strauss along this line. The. suggestion was to hold an un-

classified international scientific meeting on atomic energy, the meeting

to be held under the auspices of the National Science Foundation or the

National Academy. of Sciences, The. location would perhaps be outside the
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country. If properly handled, the conference could have strong propagand

value, .

The status of the GAC's recommendations relative to administrative

GAC policy in the Commission's research laboratories was considered, Dr.
Recommen-
dations Libby pointed out that no mechanism seemed to exist for implenenting them
on
Research He suggested that Mr. Nichols be asked whether Mr, Tammaro would be in a
Labora~
tories position to consider carrying them out, This wasdiscussed at some.
Policy

length, particularly in connection with speculations about the functions

Assistant of the new post of Assistant General Manager for Research. It was
General
Marager decided not to raise the question with the Commission at this time. Dr.
for Re-
sesvch Rabi suggested that it might be a good idea to have Mr. Tammaro in at
and
Develop- the next meeting of the Committee.
ment

The Chairman next offered the floor to Dr, Libby for a presentation

Dr\Libby of his ideas about medical and industrial uses of isotopes, vinich he had
on Medical “s

and been wishing to bring before the Conmittee for the,last several meetings.
Industrial
Uses of Dr. Libby responded. He said that there were very,important possibilitie

ative for uses of radioactive isotopes far beyond their current applications.

Tsotepes On the medical side, he said, the possibilities of clinical uses for

diagnostic tests (on healthy people as well as sick ones) are largely

unexplored. He believed this to be potentially an enormous field. It

would be cheap and non-hazardous. The most important isotopes would be

those of hydrogen and carbon. Unfortunately he had been unable to elicit

very much interest from the medical profession, The reasons seemed to

be: (1) that it had only recently been realized that such uses would be

aT safe; and, (2) the lack of appropriate instruments for low level

, . , Hoan ermeesurenents, —w HOR ARCHIVES
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He referred to the "isotope farm" which had been started five years

ago at ANL to prepare biosynthetically the drugs that would be used, Mar

labelled compounds were now available » but the interest of the drug

companies and physicians had been slight, Medical research with isotopes

seemed to have been so strongly oriented toward the field of pathological

ailments that the possibilities for these practical diagnostic applica=-

tions had received little attention. However he felt physiciens would be

interested if someone would develop the instruments and techniques. (Dr,

Libby mentioned that ‘some degree of interest had been shown in the

products of the isotope farm by Lilly, Abbott, and the American Tobacco

Company, the latter for research purposes.)

Dr. Libby proposed that the Commission get behind this field of

isotope applications and push it. The benefits might ‘be comparable to -

those from atomic power. He suggested that Dr. Manov, ofthe Office of

Industrial Development, be ‘encouraged to catalyze interest in the field .

and to get companies to make instruments available.

There were various questions, particularly as to the reasons. for

thirking that clinical applications would have such widespread importance

As examples, Dr, Libby mentioned: the determination of blood volumes wit!

tritium compounds {the results might differ, in a significant way, from

those determined with sodium); the possible use ‘of labelled sugar for the

diagnosis of diabetes. : DOB ARCHIVES

Dr. Wigner remarked that Dr. Libby's personal enthusiasm might be th

best agent for kindling interest in the medical profession. Dr. Rabi

said that the Commission might consider collaborating with the National

Institutes of Health in orderto° BeyetOPthe right kind of instruments.

 



ef

Pre On the industrial side, br. Libby went on to say; there are hundreds

of unexploited possibilities for isotope Labelling, eig, in the petroleum

industry, and din connectior’ with the smog problem, The big bottleneck 1s

the fact that the appropriate instruments (scintillation counters and

Geiger counters of special design) are not available on the market. ~-

| Mr. Murphree and Dr, Buckley said that this situation will take care

of iteclt in a normal ways Dr. Fisk observed that instrument manufacture)

will respondbetter to the needs of users than toforced attempts to

arouse their interest, He also remarked that industry needs more well

trained radiochemists who can see the possibilities in isotope applica~ .

tions; and Mr, Murphree said that there were probably many helpful applic:

tions of isotopes in the oil industry which were not being made just

because people were not accustomed to this technique.-

“7 The Committee did not attempt to decide at this time on an action to

take with reference to Dr. Libby's proposals.

The Minutes of the 38th Meeting were considered, After some altera-

Minutes tions of phrasing suggested by Dr, Wigner and by Mr. Murphree they were
Approval,
38th approved, :

DOE ARCHIVESMeeting
During the remainder of this session Dr. Libby presented some new

Smehine data on the world-wide distribution of strontium-90. Stillborn Chicago
Data Lo .

and Utah babies analyzed about 0,15-0.2 units (one unit being 1/1000 cf

the tolerance ratio of Sr-90 to calcium), Stillborn tabies from India wer

about 0,05. New England adults and teeth from adult Londoners were blank.

Wisconsin cheeses had a level about ten times that of Chicago babies;

European cheeses were a little lower. Wisconsin alfalfa was 5-20 units,

a Wisconsin calves 1-2 units. Other data were given.
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At 5:00 Pim ‘this session was adjourned,

“FIFTH SESSION ~ _
; (april 2, 1954)

The Committee assembled at 9:30 a.m., but, since the Chairman had to

be absent for a time, did not formally convene until he returned at 10:05

a.m. Gen, Fields and Dr. Fine also entered at this time, All members of

the Committee except Dr. Libby were present. TheSecretary and Mr. Tomes

were present.
‘*

Gen, Fields announced that ithad been“definitely decided to elinina
   

 

the : completely, ‘both from the tests and from the

one
stockpile, ee ane withouttritium, would be added

 

  
_°

to the test series.

He then commented on the test difficulties-in“connection.with weathe:

scheduling, and the contamination of fixed inetgations. The barge

technique reduced local fall-out, althoughEc given heavy,rfali~out
sory

in the crea Quantitative comparison ofke fall-out fronath tha:
er

fronSEas,not yet possible. He said it was estimated that the fell-
v a 9

eRe 4out fron i corresponded to at least 3 megatons. DoEARCHIVEVES
Ne

_Gen, Fields mentioned an interesting observation in connection with

In a photograph taken about 10(?) minutes after the explosion

heavy particles could be seen falling out of the dome from above the

40,000 ft level, They effectively enlarged the stem to a diameter of

50-75 miles. The first fall-out on Rongelap could not have been from the

stem; the later, heavier deposition was due to the stem,

‘Conversationabout the tests continued for a while. Gen. Fields

indicated that he was convinced that these large ‘weapons should not be

Te AE
 



 

shot unless there was very good insurance of getting a lot out of the

test, Dr, Rabi said it was important to find out what has happened to
ont

   

the era clouds, He also informed Gen, Fields of the Committe

position on theEEE«220150, and that it would reconmend a
8, 4ae? 3 <

EES¢<<t in’Nevada. (Appendix C, item 2)
ee

“Mr, Tomei was excused from the meeting at this point,

< es

There was some discussion of the number ofMiiaerrentty :available

and also the continuation of the standing requiViment for 14-6, Gen,

Fields indicated that he felt the Li-6 question should be reexamined,

after the test results were in and understood, before committing the

remaining $100 million to the Li-6 production program, |

At 10:35 a.m. Dr, Libby, Mr. Nichols and Dr. Smyth joined the meetin;

3 Meeting Mr. Campbell and Mr, 2uckert, who had entered a few minutes previously,
| 2-7 swith the

“+. Commis- remained, All members of the Committee and the Secretarywere present,
sioners ,
and Mr. Tomei. was not present.
General
Manager Dr. Rabi reviewed the Committee's reactions to the various matters

which had come before it at this meeting,
~ DOE ARCH ng

He. first mentioned the proposal to have only unclassifie HIVES h

Policy work at Brookhaven, and, in connection with this, the AEC's policy on

Miens aliens as stated in AEC 89/3. He referred to the difficulty of delays in

AEC action on specific requests regarding aliens, and said that this was

hard on the morale of laboratory management. Prompt negative action, if

necessary, would be better than six-month delays. He asked if the policy

expressed in AEC 89/3 had been promulgated to the laboratories; Mr. Nicho?

Ted replied that a letteron the subject was going out to the field,

eee (Appendix C, item 3d)
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Dr, Rabi next presented the GAC's notion on the essentiality of

wo Neveda the use of the Nevada Proving Grounds and its agreement with the recom.

Crownae mendations of the NPG Committee, except for the 10-shot/12-month limit,

Dr. Smyth and Mr, Zuckert commented on the growth of tension during 8

long series; and Mr, Zuckert said that from this standpoint even a 10-sh

limit was too high, Dr, Fisk suggested that it might ease public rela-

tions if the Commission would stress the defensive as well as the

retaliatory role which atomic weapons could play.| The defense of the

_ country would be a real selling point for public acceptance of the tests

Dr. Smyth was somewhat doubtful that arguments should be used which youl

put one in the positdon of bargaining with the public. Dr. Rabi said

the tests were so important that it would be well to spend additional

money to evacuate people from danger areas if that became necessary.

Dr. Rabi expressed the Comittee/acongratulations on the successfu

 

  ee _ execution and outcome of the [gummi
7, . 7 Ow .
~ the Committee was gratified to learn from the discussion with Dr.

ee tests.| He also said that |

Pittman that the need for 200 g/T plutonium could be met with the exist-

ing and projected separation plants, without loss of production.

(Appendix C, item 1)

  Dr. Rabi next reviewed the Committee's position on BS

and "Z00 g/T" plutonium, as earlier agreed on. He brought out the

 

Pu Committee's feeling that the statement in Dr. Bradbury's letter on this

subject may have been premature and should be revised after the Castle

tests ere completed and the data reviewed, DOE ARCHIVES

The desirability of measuring cross sections bearing on the yields
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Dr. Rabi next reported the Committee's commentson the cut in the

Research Division's budget and on the ONR-AEC Joint Program, Mr. Nichol

mentioned that there is money in the FY55 budget for the Joint Program,

if it doesn't get cut out,

Mr. Zuckert made several comments on the problems involved in :

budgeting basic research. It is extremely difficult to show how much

money is going into the direct research effort, e.+Bean’ physics and

chemistry as contrasted to how much is eaten’up ty fixed overhead costs.

The present accounting system does not reflect these fixed costs, whch

are continually being built in, in machines and prick and murtar, For

a given level of annual expenditure, as the installations increase the

amount of research will decrease. Mr. Zuckert hoped that an accounting

system would be devised which would segregatethecosts of the fixed

establishment from those of the direct effort. He“also hoped that it.

would be possible to alleviate the BNL difficulties which ‘arise from the

fact that the Laboratory gets funds from three separate’‘sources in the

AEC and has no separate fund for its overall operation. Such an account-

ing plan was being worked on, and might be ready for the FY56 budget. -~

Dr, Rabi said the GAC has been greatly perturbed by the language of

the House report, which betrayed a lack of understanding of the nature o:

basic research. Mr, Nichols. agreed, and said a campaign on Congresszen

by scientists was probably needed. -* DOE ARCHIVES

With regard to the General Manager's request for an evaluation of

the BWR, Dr. Rabi said the Committee had had no document yhichcould

serve as a basis for a technical evaluation, but that the Reactor
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Subcommittee would visit ANL or Arco during the first half of July (to .

be arranged with Dr. Zinn), Dr.Snyth and Mr. Nichols expressed the

hope that the Subcommittee vould also consider whether the BWR were

receiving a ‘Ateproportionate share of enthusiasn, |at the expense of the

fast breeder work, (Appendix Cy item 4) ada ee, :

There was some discussion of the homogeneous reactor, Mr, Whitman

mentioned his feeling of encouragement after visiting Oak Ridge, Dr.’ «
“Pay a7

Smyth and Mr, Nichole raised the question whether”one.of ‘the intermediat

eteps before the full-scale reactor should not be “skipped, ‘Dr. Wigner

said that alt‘hough the Laboratorywas concerned by some of the technical

problems» it would probably agree to omit the next intermediate step if

encouraged to do so, Mr. Whitman had an impression that it was in part

a politicalquestion and thatOakRidge would probably“omit ‘the next .

~ . . B

step if the full-scale reactor were ‘approved, yen

Comenting on U-233, Dr. Rabi said that, theComites felt that -

going ahead with it was a “good“idea, worthwhilein‘its.“own right. How-

ever, not enough information had been available at this meeting to serve

as a basis for any far-reaching conclusions. He hoped that the Operatic

Analysis paper which considered U-233 in relation to other questions

could be available at the next meeting. (Appendix C, item 2)

Dr. Rabi next commented that the GAC favored the encouragement of

isotope separation research wherever possible, ur. Whitman suggested

that K-25 could be encouraged to do more along this line. (Appendix C,

E ARCH
item 3c) DOE ARCHIVES

The next subject discussed was the appearance of a column in the

‘cw York Times in which W. L. Laurence had made some statements which -
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appeared seriously to violate security. (Specifically, it had been stat:

that tritium was no longer required for our thermonuclear weapons.) The

GAC deplored this both as a terrible leakof seourity information and as

very damaging to morale in the Commission's laboratories, and wished to _

bring the matter to the Commission's attention, There was considerable

discussion on this subject, ° |

Dr. Rabi informed the visitors that the nextmeeting of the GAG"

would be on May 27, 28, and 29, and that it would hold a party for the

Commissioners and their principal staff on the agth,. eee ,

At 11:40 a.m, the visitors left. .

Before adjournment, Dr. von Neumann asked it the ‘Weapon Subcommittee

could visit Los Alamos, Sandia, and Livermore about the middle of July.

This was agreed’on, and Dr. von Neumann said he wouldarrange it in

tandem with the trip of the Reactor Subcommittee. (ppend C, item 4)

At 11:45 a.m, this final session was adjourned.=7°2 * 47° -

. Richard W. Dodson
Secretary ,

Attachments:
Appendix A -- Schedule
Appendises B and C —

Chairman's Report

DOE ARCHIVE
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GENERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
to the

U. S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
Washington 25, D. C..

March 30, 1954

The following is the tentative Schedule* for the 39th Meeting of
the General Advisory Committee, to be held in room 213 on March 31, April

 

1 and 25

| Marchji (vedne sday): .

— a9130 a.m. -- Executive Session ats
11:00 a.m. —- Meeting with the Commissioners and General Manager f . 7

1:30 p.m. —— Intelligence Matters, .scccsscccencvescveceDl's Reichardt t~

2:00 p.m, —_— Research Matters. cccsceccccnccecccccccseceDte T. H, Johnson

3:30 pm. ——~ Weapon Mattersecrcecccccccccecccccesecesssl0Ols Huston,

Dr. Claus, Dr, Dunham
4330 Ppem. —- Executive Session

_ April 2 (Thursday):

9:30 a.Me ——— Weapon Matters, scccccccsescccccccscccctsecUOl, Dorsey,

Dr. Mark, Dr, Froman
Les: 30 a.m. ~- Production and Raw Materials... .ccceseece .Dr. Pittman,

Mr. J. G. Johnson

1:30 p.m. —- Executive Session

April 2 (Friday):

9:30 a.m. ~~ Executive Session
10:30 a,m, —- Meeting with the Commissioners and General Manager
12:00 noon -- Adjournment

Richard W. Dodson . rey

Secretary . - DOE ARCS

¥Changes in Schedule may be found necessary in advance of or during the
Meeting. The offices of the Commissioners, the General Manager, and the
Secretary will be kept informed of any changes.

2 == DISTRIBUTION: Commissioners (5)
“eee General Manager (2)
vwigeE0% Secretary, AEC (16)

Secretary, GAC (14)
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